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SHELL
The new composite-fibre 

shell is 30g lighter than the 
RX-7GP’s thanks to a new 
construction and bonding 

resin. It’s stronger, rounder, 
smoother, and has a 3mm 

deeper chin area

NEW VISOR
The visor mechanism is

 completely new, and easier to 
use than the old one. Its lock 
system is taken from Arai’s F1 

car racing lids

WARRANTY
Every Arai comes with a 

five-year warranty from the 
first day of use, or seven years 
from the date of manufacture

L I G H T E R  |  S A F E R  |  R O U N D E R

NEW ARAI RX-7V 
After 17 years, Arai have released a brand new shell that will form the basis of a whole new range of 

models. And the helmet chosen to debut it is the range-topping RX-7V.
The new shell has been designed after extensive testing by not only Arai’s R&D department, but also by 
studying the crashes and damaged lids from their many sponsored racers. The new shell is rounder, so 
it has less chance of catching when it is sliding along the ground, and also harder to resist penetration 
and compression during an accident. The vents are all held on with adhesive patches so they rip off in 

an accident, again to stop them snagging. And best of all, the visor system is completely redesigned and 
claimed to be considerably easier to use. Thank the Lord!

Arai hand-build their lids to exceed not only the American Snell standard, but also ECE 22-05. Also, they 
don’t differentiate between a sponsored rider’s lid and their customers’ helmets – they all come off 
exactly the same production line. The RX-7V comes with the option of five shells in sizes S to XL.

Price: From £599.99 Contact: www.whyarai.co.uk

THAT ‘JUST-OPENED’ SMELL

VENTS
The new diffuser system is 20mm 

longer and flows 19% more air than 
the old RX-7 GP’s vents. It operates 
with three-position slide gates rather 
than push buttons. The two-position 

chin vent is now removable via a 
screw, for ease of replacement

INTERIOR
The removable Eco-Pure 

interior is reduced in 
thickness and now has a 

removable crown section to 
help riders customize the fit


